MATRIX OF EXPECTATIONS-STUDENTS
AREAS

At all
times

In all learning
areas

When using
technology

Moving around
the school

In the
toilets

In open play
spaces

At assemblies,
special events
and incursions

On excursions
and at camps

EXPECTATIONS
-use manners
-allow for teaching and
learning

BE
RESPECTFUL

-wait my turn to
contribute
-respect the personal
space of all

-follow rules and
expectations

- walk

-speak positively to
others

- use equipment in an
orderly manner

-be smart, safe and
considerate when
online
-obtain consent
before sharing and
posting

-move quietly and
safely
-stay on pathways
and walk in lines

- keep the area clean

-include others

-stand still and sing
the national anthem

-use facilities
correctly

-consider the
privacy of others

-be kind
-take turns

-look at and listen to
the speaker

-keep the area clean

- care for the
environment

-keep hands to
yourself and sit quietly

- sit on benches

- keep hands, feet and
objects to yourself
-be organised
-come to school each
day

BE
RESPONSIBLE

-care for the school and
others
-use equipment
correctly

-keep classroom and
personal areas clean

-care for the device
you are using

-be prepared to work
independently or with
others

-report inappropriate
use

-follow routines

BE AN
ACHIEVER

-give and accept
feedback
-celebrate the success
of all

-ask questions and
participate in
discussions

-protect personal
information

-ask for help when you
need it
-help and encourage
others
-always try your
personal best

-stay on task
-use your skills to
assist others

-use toilet before
school or during
breaks
-report inappropriate
behaviour

-use the area for the
right purpose

-enter and exit in a
calm way

-be responsible for
your actions

-be a role model

-represent the school
proudly

-participate positively
and actively

-stay with the group
at all times

-celebrate the
achievements of
others

-have a go and try
new activities

-be a problem solver
-wait patiently for
your partner(s)

-have device charged
and ready for use

-act safely
- speak up when feeling
unsafe
-work hard to achieve
goals

-stay with the group

-use water and toilet
paper wisely
-go to the area you
are visiting and
return promptly

-use the toilet
correctly

-arrive on time

- play fairly : take
turns, invite others to
join in and follow the
rules
-use equipment fairly
-solve problems

-once finished return
-encourage others to quickly
-help others
do the right thing
-wash hands
- laugh and have fun

-accept awards or
perform with pride

-appreciate the
learning experience

